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Abstract Cold-spray additive manufacturing (CSAM)
builds strong, dense metal parts from powder feedstock
without melting and offers potential advantages over
alternatives such as casting, liquid phase sintering, laser or
e-beam melting or welding. Considerable effort is required
to relieve residual stresses that arise from melt/freeze
cycling in these methods. While CSAM does not involve
melting, it imposes high strain rates on the feedstock and
stress anisotropies due to complex build paths. This project
explores residual stress in two CSAM objects. The CSAM
components were produced from 99% pure copper powder
(D50 = 17 lm): (1) a cylinder ([ = 15 mm, height =
100 mm, weight = 145 g) and (2) a funnel (upper outer
[ = 60 mm, lower outer [ = 40 mm, wall thickness = 8 mm, weight = 547 g). The non-heat-treated
components were strain-scanned using a residual stress
neutron diffractometer. Maximum residual stresses in any

direction were: tensile: 103 ± 16 MPa (cylinder) and
100 ± 23 MPa (funnel); compression: 58 ± 16 MPa
(cylinder) and 123 ± 23 MPa (funnel). Compared to the
literature, the tensile residual stresses measured in the
CSAM components were lower than those measured in cast
materials, laser or welding AM methods, and numerical
modelling of cold-spray coatings, while within the wide
range reported for measurements in cold-spray coatings.
These comparatively low residual stresses suggest CSAM
is a promising manufacturing method where high residual
stresses are undesirable.
Keywords additive manufacturing  casting  cold spray 
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residual stress
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Kuroda, National Institute of Materials Science; Dr. Shuo Yin, Trinity
College Dublin; and Dr. Andrew Ang, Swinburne University of
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The principle of cold-spray (CS) manufacturing was
established in the Soviet Union in the 1980s (Ref 1). When
powder is sprayed towards a substrate, it can produce
coatings. Powders suitable for cold spray include metals,
some ceramics, and some polymers. In cold spray, powder
is suspended in a hot, pressurised carrier gas. The carrier
gas is heated not to melt the powder, but rather to accelerate the powder from a de Laval nozzle towards a substrate with high kinetic energy. Adhesion of the metal
powder occurs due to the deformation of the particles.
More recently, advancement in CS technology is moving
towards production of freeform and near-net-shape components, arguably creating a separate branch of AM called
cold gas dynamic manufacturing (Ref 2) or cold-spray
additive manufacturing (CSAM) (Ref 3). Presently, there
are several commercial CSAM systems on the market
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including modular units made by SPEE3D (Ref 4, 5) and
Titomic (Ref 6–8). SPEE3D machines are geared towards
freeform components, whereas Titomic machines typically
produce axisymmetric components. Custom-built set-ups
are also possible where freeform components are required,
assembled from commercially available cold-spray systems
and commercially available robotic controls, for example
an Impact Innovations (Haun, Germany) 5/11 cold-spray
gun guided by an ABB (Zurich, Switzerland) 4600 6-DoF
robot (Ref 9), including systems with robotic movement for
both the cold-spray nozzle and the substrate (Ref 10).
As for any other AM technique, the issue of formation
of residual stress and its mitigation is important, since
undesirable residual stress can create distortions in AM
components and/or cracking. High-magnitude residual
stresses have been reported for traditional additively
manufacturing techniques like direct metal deposition
(DMD), selective laser melting (SLM), wire arc additive
manufacturing (WAAM), etc. A steel component produced
by DMD has been reported with residual stresses varying
between 300 and -300 MPa, as measured by neutron
strain scanning (Ref 11). A component made using WAAM
had stresses in the range 450 to -200 MPa in the longitudinal direction (Ref 12). Residual stresses have been
reported in cast copper in the ranges of 150-200 MPa
(hoop) and 50-125 MPa (axial) before welding (Ref 13).
With different micro-mechanical principles, CSAM is
thought to create different residual stresses from other
novel and traditional manufacturing techniques.
Residual stress has been measured in cold-spray coatings (Ref 14–25) but not previously reported in bulk coldspray materials. The literature discusses competing effects
on the deposition stress (stress associated with the cold
spray process only) from peening (Ref 15–18, 21–23),
thermal mismatch between substrate and coating (Ref
15–18, 21–23), and quenching (Ref 16, 18, 22, 23). The
dominating effect may depend on material combination
and many process parameters including spray temperature.
In some cases (Ref 15, 17, 21, 24), thermal mismatch and
quenching effects are seen as a single effect, and in others,
residual stresses arising from thermal mismatch are
reported separately from deposition stress (Ref 16, 25).
Peening effects on deposition stress arise because of
plastic deformation on impact and, where peening dominates the stress balance, give rise to compressive stress at
the coating surface. Several studies (Ref 15–17, 21–24)
have compared measured residual stress in cold-spray
coatings to a model by Tsui and Clyne for coatings (Ref
26), found compressive surface stresses, and concluded that
peening was the dominant effect on deposition stress in
those systems.
Thermal mismatch effects on residual stress arise when
the substrate and coating have dissimilar coefficients of
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thermal expansion and, where thermal mismatch dominates, can give rise to tensile surface stress. Some studies
(Ref 18, 21, 24) have compared measured residual stress in
cold-spray coatings to the coatings model by Tsui and
Clyne (Ref 26), found tensile surface stresses, and concluded that thermal mismatch was the dominant effect on
deposition stress in the reported systems.
Quenching effects on deposition stress arise from contraction of individual splats as they cool, and therefore,
where they dominate the stress balance, give rise to tensile
surface stress. A few studies (Ref 18, 25) have found
quenching dominant stresses in cold-spray coatings, and it
appears that these systems involve higher carrier gas temperatures than other cold-spray coatings reported in the
literature.
Residual stress in cold-sprayed copper coatings has been
reported as compressive deposition stress with magnitudes
from -20 to -100 MPa (Ref 14, 15), depending on powder morphology (Ref 14) and on spraying parameters (Ref
15). Apart from the above-mentioned mechanical (largescale stresses), stress fields are highly inhomogeneous on
the scale of splat and localised stresses can reach much
higher magnitudes of several hundred MPa depending on
angle of deposition (Ref 27) and varying strongly between
compressive and tensile within each splat but increasing
with increasing spray velocity up to a certain limit (Ref
28).
Residual stresses have also been reported to have comparable, relatively small magnitudes (usually under
-100 MPa) in cold-sprayed coatings of other metals and
alloys (Ref 17, 19–21) showing the overall tendency to
produce mostly compressive deposition stress (Ref 29).
Strong variations in small-range stresses between tensile
and compressive within individual splats and layers (found
using numerical modelling, Ref 27, 28) are posited to arise
from the high plastic deformation of metal particles on
impact. However, this experiment aims to measure macrostresses and is not expected to be able to quantify microstresses.
Residual strains were measured in the cold-sprayed
copper parts by neutron diffraction. The neutron diffraction
technique was required to measure strain inside the parts
due to their thickness. Compared with synchrotron radiation for strain scanning (Ref 30), the neutron technique can
reach greater depths and enables a far better localisation of
the gauge volume (cubic vs. long diamond shape).
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Experimental Procedure
Component Production: 3D Printing
The specimens were printed from 99% pure copper powder, supplied by AMPS, Cu-325 mesh. The specimens were
made using the LightSPEE3D cold-spray metal printer
(SPEE3D, Darwin NT, Australia) using pressurised air at
30 bar and 400 C as the carrier gas.
The powder is transported from the powder feeder to the
nozzle using gas transport. At the same time, air for
propulsion is preheated and fed to the nozzle pre-chamber.
The propelling gas increases the velocity of the aerosolised
powder. The LightSPEE3D printer is an upstream CS
device, meaning that the powder and carrier gas contact
one another in a pre-chamber upstream of the nozzle.
During the contact between the powder and the preheated
propelling gas in the pre-chamber, the powder warms up
but does not melt.
The powder feed rate was 20 g/min. The LightSPEE3D
printer has a static de Laval nozzle, 200 mm long, with a
throat diameter of 1 mm and an inside diameter at the
nozzle of 6.4 mm. The substrate is attached to a 6-axis
robotic arm. The robot head speed was 100 mm/s. The
deposition strategy was raster with a rotation between
layers. Consequently, the regions of each sub-layer are not
sprayed in the same order.
As the powder exits the de Laval nozzle, expansion
causes a sharp drop in the temperature of the propelling gas
and powder. The stand-off distance of the nozzle from the
substrate was 16 mm. As the powder impacts the substrate,
it deforms, creating a low porosity solid with microstructural gradients between what was the centre of each
powder particle towards the joins between the particles.
The printing process takes place layer by layer. Material
layers are built up first on an aluminium 6061 substrate
(80 9 80 9 3 mm) and then on the previously deposited
layers.
The proprietary printer control software breaks down the
design into slices (1.68 mm thick). However, the software
treats edging material differently from infill. The edges of
each slice cannot be formed with the nozzle perpendicular
so the relative angle of the base plate and nozzle is adjusted
to provide an acute spray angle (45). After each layer is
completed, the printer deposits the subsequent layer on top
of it. The printed specimens are shown in Fig. 1.
Hardness and Microscopy
After neutron strain scanning, microscopy sections in the
X–Y and Z-planes as shown in Fig. 5 were cut from the
specimens using an ATM Brillant 221 cutting machine.
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The pieces were encapsulated using a Struers CitoPress-1,
and the cut surfaces polished using a Struers TegraPol-15.
First, Vickers’ hardness testing (Struers DuraScan) using a
force of 0.05 kg for the indent were performed over grids
of points covering areas of 1.6 mm by 5.4 mm, chosen so
that the longer dimension extended from as close to the
printed surface as possible to the middle of the specimen.
Following hardness testing, the polished surfaces were repolished and etched. Light microscopy was performed
using a Nikon MA100 microscope with a 50 9 lens
magnification.
Compressive Testing
Two 38-mm long, 13-mm-diameter compression cylinders
were cut from the cylinder specimen as indicated in Fig. 1.
To these were added three additional cylinders printed
from the same batch of copper powder and using the same
print settings to perform mechanical testing. The compression tests were performed according to ASTM E9
using a Kudale Tensometer with a nominal strain rate of
0.005 m/m.min, a maximum applied compressive load of
7kN (equating to 53 ± 1.5 MPa), and a sampling rate of
60 ms. Strain gauges were used to measure longitudinal
and circumferential strains and calculate Young’s modulus
and Poisson’s ratio. The compression testing remained
within the elastic limit of the material and the specimens
were unloaded and retested two to four times each to give
additional data points.
Neutron Strain Scanning: Principles of Strain
Measurements and Stress Calculations
Although the theory and practical applications of the neutron diffraction techniques for stress analysis are well
known and well established e.g. (Ref 31, 32), a brief
description is also given here for completeness.
When a neutron beam of wavelength k strikes a crystalline material that has an inter-planar spacing dhkl comparable with k, a diffraction pattern is generated in which
the position of each plane (hkl) is obtained using the Bragg
relation:
2dhkl sin hhkl ¼ k

ðEq 1Þ

The angle 2h of diffraction for each measurement point
was plotted and curve fitted to evaluate peak position and
intensity, full-width half-maximum and peak fitting errors.
Altered lattice spacings of a particular crystal plane hkl,
dhkl, for a specimen containing residual stresses that cause a
shift in each Bragg peak position with respect to the lattice
spacing of the crystal plane hkl in a strain-free sample, d0,
and the elastic strains ehkl are given by:
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Fig. 1 Design renderings, print, and post-measurement sectioning of cylindrical rod and funnel

insert into Eq. 2. Although the funnel was also rotated
during testing, the grid of measurement points was only on
one side and so no averaging was necessary.
To calculate normal stresses from strains, Hooke’s law
generalised to the diffraction conditions is used, Eq. 3.
Using cylindrical coordinate system for the axial stress
component rA, it reads:
rA ¼

Fig. 2 Voxel shape for the cylinder was generated by rotating the
cylinder about its axis during measurement

ehkl ¼

dhkl  d0 Ddhkl
sin h0
¼
¼
1
d0
d0
sin hhkl

ðEq 2Þ

where h0 is the angle at which Bragg peak is observed from
the strain-free reference.
In the cylinder specimen, the measurement points
(Fig. 2) in the lines running across the specimen combined
with the toroidal voxel shape meant that the voxels for all
points except in the centre line overlapped. Therefore, the
mean peak position and peak fitting error of each pair of
overlapping voxels were calculated and the means used to
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ðS2 þ 2S1 ÞeA  S1 ðeH þ eR Þ
S2 ðS1 þ 3S2 Þ

ðEq 3Þ

where eA, eH, eR are measured strains in the principal
directions. Stresses in the other two orthogonal directions
are can be obtained by index rotation.
The diffraction elastic constants S1 ðhklÞ ¼ mhkl =Ehkl
and 1=2S2 ðhklÞ ¼ ð1 þ mhkl Þ=Ehkl or equivalent pair of hkldependent Young’s modulus Ehkl and Poisson ratio mhkl
were derived using polycrystalline elasticity models using
single-crystal elastic constants of materials using a free
online calculator (Ref 33) and the adiabatic elastic constants for copper taken from Ref 34.
Neutron Strain Scanning: Measurement Procedure
and Data Analysis
The neutron diffraction residual stress measurements were
performed on the KOWARI strain scanner at the ANSTO
OPAL research reactor (Ref 35). Neutron diffraction is
suitable for measuring strain inside bulk components
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because it can deal with greater penetration depths than
other strain-scanning techniques, such as synchrotron
radiation (Ref 30).
During strain scanning, neutrons at a wavelength of
1.55Å irradiate the specimen and some are elastically diffracted. The Cu 311 reflection produces a Bragg peak at an
angle 2h of approximately 91. The scanning was done
with 1 9 191 mm3 gauge volume. This was small enough
to provide the necessary resolution while producing a
sufficiently high count rate for determining strain measurement with the target statistical uncertainty of 5 9 10-5
within a reasonable measurement time. The collection time
was determined for each measurement point to compensate
for differences in attenuation based on specimen geometry,
but on average the collection time per measurement position was less than 10 min.
With the given gauge volume, d-spacings in three
principal directions were measured: axial; radial; and hoop.
The specimens were rotated continuously about the cylinder axis throughout measurement, meaning that the voxel
was, in effect, toroidal (Fig. 2). The advantage of this
approach is that statistically the results have lower scatter.
The grain structure of Cu can cause substantial scatter in
measured d-spacings if samples are static.
To calculate the strain, the following procedure to
evaluate d0 was used. For the cylindrical sample, the mean
of all the d311-values measured in the z = 2.5 mm row
(based on z = 0 mm at the top of the specimen) was calculated and accepted as d0. This row is the closest to the
top (free) end of the specimen, meaning that the stresses in
that region are the most relaxed. Additionally, a boundary
condition for the radial component to be zero on the
cylindrical surface of the sample was used.
For the funnel specimen, strains were calculated using
an assumption of zero radial stress, which was the most
reasonable assumption due to the presence of two cylindrical surfaces, inner and outer, on which the radial stress is
exactly zero, while the thickness was not so great as to
develop any significant radial stress component.
Three stress components were calculated from three
measured strains using diffraction elastic constants of
Cu(311) reflection. They were m = 0.3536 and E = 121.26,
giving S1(311) = -2.91 TPa-1and S2(311) = 11.16
TPa-1. The stress calculation procedure also included error
analysis using error propagation for Eq. 2. With the strain
target accuracy of 5 9 10-5, the evaluated uncertainty of
stress was 15 MPa for the cylindrical sample and * 25
MPa for the funnel. The difference was due to higher
neutron absorption in the thicker funnel sample that
resulted in longer measurement time, higher relative
background in the diffraction pattern, and consequently
larger error bars for that sample.
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The strain measurement strategies for the two CSAM
samples were different due to different geometries and
dimensions. Ideally, two full-dimensional maps could be
achieved with the strain scanning; however, with the given
sample symmetries and limited neutron beamtime, the
following approach was adopted:
For the cylinder sample, strain measurements were
systematically taken along the central line of the cylinder
every 1.5 mm, starting at 2.5 mm from the top of the
specimen and continuing down to 76 mm. In addition,
every 15 mm axial distance, the radial distribution was also
measured forming a 2D distributed mesh of measurement
points resulting in six horizontal disc layers to be measured
(Fig. 2).
A photograph of a polished section of the copper
cylinder is shown in Fig. 3. It is possible to discern the
difference between the edging material and infill, as well as
the layers. The estimated positions of the measurement
voxels in the top (z = 2.5 mm) row and uppermost in the
central line are indicated. It can be surmised that since the
layer thickness of 1.68 mm is not a rational fraction of the
spacing between measurement rows, that the outermost
voxels in different rows intersect the edging material to
different extents.

Results
Hardness and Microscopy
The Vickers hardness of the specimens ranged from
124 ± 10 to 134 ± 10 (Table 1) and did not show any
significant differences between values taken close to the
printed surface of the specimen compared with values
taken in the centre (Fig. 4), or between the specimens.
An SEM image of the 99% pure copper powder used
for the experiment is shown in Fig. 5. It can be seen that
the morphology of the powder is irregular and that there is
a broad range of sizes. A light micrograph of polished and
etched powder particles embedded in acrylic resin is
shown in Fig. 5. It can be seen that there is internal
structure to the powder particles, with some internal
grains visible.
Light micrographs of a Z-plane section of the cylinder
specimen, polished and etched, are also shown in Fig. 5. It
can be noted that the powder particles have deformed by
flattening in the direction of spray and jetted to give
rounded diamond-shaped cross sections. Jetting and the
likelihood that some of the junctions between powder
particles are not bonded are discussed in Ref 36; however,
it is not possible to discern areas of imperfect bonding in
Fig. 5. It can be noted that there is internal grain structure
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Fig. 3 Photograph showing an exploded view of a polished Z-plane
section of the cylinder specimen, with superimposed diagram
showing positions of strain measurements in the central cross section
of the cylindrical sample. The edging (lighter appearance) and infill
Table 1 Vickers Hardness
values from the specimens used
in the experiment

Specimen
Cylinder (horizontal plane)

(darker appearance) material are distinguished most clearly towards
the left of the image but are present on both sides. A visual
representation of the spray direction for infill (perpendicular to
substrate) and edging (45) is included

Vickers hardness ± S.D.

Number of points

126 ± 10

252

Cylinder (vertical plane)

124 ± 10

252

Funnel (horizontal plane)

134 ± 10

252

Funnel (vertical plane)

126 ± 12

252

Fig. 4 Example chart from
hardness test results showing all
hardness points for the vertical
plane section of the cylinder
sample plotted against Y
distance (the grid position,
where positive numbers
approach the specimen printed
edge). The trendline shows no
differences between the
hardness of points close to the
edge versus the centre

to what was formerly the separate particles. It is surmised
that the grain structure visible in the embedded powder
has given rise to the grain structure in the printed material
despite the jetting.
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Compressive Testing
Compressive testing of five compression test pieces yielded
Young’s modulus (elastic stiffness in compression, longitudinal direction) of 115.9 GPa (s.d. = 20.1, n = 16
including repeat tests of the same cylinders) and a
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Fig. 5 Images of the powder and printed specimen. Scanning
electron micrograph showing the morphology of the copper powder
used for the experiment. Light micrograph indicating internal grain
structure of the copper powder used for the experiment. The powder
has been embedded, polished and etched. Light micrographs of
polished and etched section of the cylinder showing the deformed

powder particles within the structure of the 3D-printed copper. The
particle boundaries show as dark lines, and within each particle, some
grain structure is visible. The two areas shown are taken from the
centre and near the edge of the specimen, and spray directionality is
visible in the structure

Poisson’s ratio of 0.355 (s.d. = 0.05, n = 16). These results
being close to the values calculated from polycrystalline
elasticity models using single-crystal elastic constants, and
the differences well within a standard deviation, it was
decided not to recalculate the stress results based on the
compressive testing results.

steady-state stress state in the middle of the cylinder
averaging over all radial lines can result in radial stress
profiles with higher statistical quality.
In Fig. 8, each of the mean stress profiles is plausibly
similar to parabolic profiles such as those used in models of
residual stresses in quenched cylindrical specimens in Ref
37 and 38. The axial stresses have the greatest magnitude,
and positive (tensile) stresses are present in the centre and
negative (compressive) stresses near the edges. The hoop
stress has an intermediate magnitude with positive (tensile)
stresses in the centre and negative (compressive) stresses
near the edges. The radial stress has the lowest magnitude
but stays tensile across the specimen width (noting that the
errors are greater than the stresses at several points across
the specimen width).
The general form of the stress profiles in Fig. 8 appears
to be similar to those shown for a cylinder in Ref 37. The
radial stresses theoretically reduce to zero at the surface of
the cylindrical specimen, and although practical measurements are done some distance away from the surface, the
data can reasonably be interpolated. This validates the
assumed d0 value.

Residual Stresses
The measurements of the two strain components along the
central line of the cylindrical sample are shown in Fig. 6.
For this central line, the hoop and radial components are
the same due to the geometry of a cylinder. Noting that the
cylinder was 100 mm in height, the axial strain can be seen
to rise until approximately 10-15 mm, then reaching a
plateau with deviations above and below an approximately
constant line. A statistical check of the data in the region
defined to be a plateau showed that this is a constant value
with oscillations within error bars. Thus, beyond 15 mm
axial distance, the stress can be considered steady state.
The overall 2D maps of all three components, including
radial lines, in the cylinder are shown in Fig. 7. Similar
oscillations of stress are visible, but it is postulated that the
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Fig. 6 Measured axial and
hoop (or radial) strains from the
central line of the cylindrical
specimen

similar to the relationship between axial and hoop stresses
in the centre of the cylindrical sample.
Table 2 summarises the residual stress maximums and
minimums for the two specimens. The stresses in Table 2
were calculated using Eq. 3 and the equivalents in the other
isometric directions. The stress error values in Table 2
were calculated by error propagation technique using the
standard deviations from the lattice spacing peak fitting
(Eq. 2 and Eq. 3). The maximum and minimum stresses in
Table 2 are accompanied by the error values calculated for
the measurement point in question. The stress ranges in
Table 2 are accompanied by errors that are the sum of the
error values for the minimum and maximum individual
points used to calculate the range.

Discussion

Fig. 7 Calculated residual stresses in the cylindrical specimen

For the funnel specimen, the axial and hoop stress
components calculated using an assumption of zero radial
stress are shown in Fig. 9. Similar to the cylinder specimen, there are significant variations (* 25 MPa error bars)
of statistical nature from point to point, but the stresses
(both axial and hoop) near the outer surface of the funnel
are clearly compressive, compensated by the tensile stresses in the centre.
It is observed that in the middle of the sample the axial
stress is generally more tensile than the hoop stress. This is
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The main result of the stress analysis of the cylindrical
sample (in the central, steady-state region) is that on the
surface the residual stress is compressive, more or less
biaxial with magnitude of approximately -40 MPa.
The surface stress is indicative of the deposition stress;
thus, for the cylindrical sample the deposition stress is
around -40 to -50 ± 10 MPa (depending interpolation of
stress to the surface of the sample). This compressive stress
magnitude is similar to that obtained for a copper flat
coating cold-sprayed on copper substrate sample,
-41 ± 12 MPa, and not far away from the value
-85 ± 20 MPa reported for a Cu/Al coating sample (Ref
29).
It is likely that peening is the dominant effect on
residual stress driver in the bulk cold-spray components for
this experiment because the overall stress near the surface
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Fig. 8 Stresses calculated by
taking the mean of all the
steady-state strains. Error bars
show maximum errors at each
point

Fig. 9 Calculated residual stresses in the funnel-like specimen:
(a) axial and (b) hoop. Note that the graph extrapolates the data at
the top and sides and between points (shown by small crosses)

was compressive. Prior results (Ref 15–25, 29) for coatings
show peening effects to contribute compressive deposition
stress, and thermal mismatch and quenching to contribute
tensile deposition stress. It is logical that thermal mismatch
effects likely do not extend far to the bulk specimens in this
experiment because there is a much greater distance
between the part of the material being measured and the
substrate compared with coatings. Quenching effects,
though they could contribute to bulk cold-spray specimens,
are likely suppressed in this particular CSAM system due
to the carrier gas temperatures. The SPEE3D machine used
for this experiment had a carrier gas temperature of
400 C, and this is low compared with the systems in the
literature that reported quenching dominant deposition
stress (800 C for 316 stainless steel, Ref 18; 1100 C for
titanium, Ref 25).
Overall, it can be concluded that in all reported cases
and in the given study the compressive deposition stress in
the range of -20 to -70 MPa is more or less typical for
cold-spray technical realisation in copper at similar carrier
gas temperatures. This is most likely related to the narrow
optimal spraying parameter window, while variations in the
stress magnitude may be related to variations in the spray
parameters within this window such as particle velocity,
particle (gas) temperature, particle size, stand-off distance,
and spray angle.
Although the funnel sample has different geometries,
some estimate of the deposition stress can be made in this
case as well. If we consider stress on the outer surface, then
from Fig. 8 it can be concluded that stress is also compressive on the surface, approximately biaxial and with
magnitude of approximately -50 ± 15 MPa. This value is
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Table 2 Minimum and maximum residual stresses (MPa) and ranges for the CSAM printed components
Cylinder

Funnel

Maximum compressive

Maximum tensile

Maximum compressive

Maximum tensile

Axial stress, MPa

-58 ± 16

103 ± 16

-59 ± 23

60.2 ± 22.7

Hoop stress, MPa

-55 ± 17

85 ± 28

-53.6 ± 24

50.7 ± 24.6

Radial stress, MPa

-30 ± 22

85 ± 28

–

–

Fig. 10 Stresses calculated by
taking the mean of all the
steady-state strains (excluding
the top line)

close to the value of the deposition stress in the cylindrical
sample (-40 to -50 ± 10 MPa).
The stress state for the funnel, however, is not symmetric for the outer and inner surfaces, as can be seen in
Fig. 9. This is not surprising because the two surfaces are
not equivalent: there is a geometric factor in the stress
balance (the balance works as rrA , not just rA ); also there
must be some different thermal conditions for the two
surfaces as well as particle stream angular characteristics
(for example, the inner surface cannot be sprayed at 90
angles or perpendicular to surface because of funnel
geometry limitations since in this case nozzle or particle
stream would intersect the opposite wall). Spraying under
lower angle apparently reduced the peening effect leading
to a lower inner surface stress value than on the outer
surface. However, a clear tendency for stresses to become
more compressive on the inner surface in comparison with
the centre is evident from Fig. 10.
The residual stresses were lower than those reported for
cast copper (approximately 50 to 200 MPa, Ref 13) and
alternative methods of additively manufactured metals
(approximately -250 to ?250 MPa, Ref 11). However, the
measured stresses had similar or greater magnitudes than
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those reported for cold-sprayed coatings (approximately
-80 to ?20 MPa, Ref 24, and approximately -9 to
?3 MPa, Ref 23). Relatively low residual stresses can be
advantageous if the splat boundaries can be healed (Ref 39)
via heat treatment to give good material properties. Future
work is warranted to investigate cold-sprayed residual
stress measurements after heat treatment, as well as heat
treatment optimisation for mechanical properties.
Evidence points to cold-spray material having an upper
limit of residual stress after deposition. Three possible
reasons for an upper limit of residual stress are discussed in
the paragraphs following.
One limiting factor could be plastic flow at stresses
above yield strength. Reference 29 discusses a relationship
between yield stress and deposition stress in FCC materials. Whether such a relationship is valid for copper or not,
it should also be considered that, if otherwise unconstrained, a ductile material should experience stress relief
via plastic flow at stresses above yield. Reported yield
strengths for copper are highly variable. Yield stress values
for various materials in the range 99% to 99.99% copper
have been reported between 15 and 750 MPa, depending
strongly on annealing and cold working, composition, and
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grain size (Ref 40, 41).The yield stress for the sprayed 99%
pure copper material in this experiment has not been
measured, due to failure before yield in tension and compressive testing limited to the elastic region only. Although
the information available remains limited, yield stress as a
limit to deposition stress remains plausible.
An additional factor limiting deposition stress could be
in situ annealing during deposition. Heat of friction arising
from the impact and deformation of particles as well as the
temperature of the carrier gas could contribute to the particles experiencing some degree of annealing (Ref 42, 43).
Reference (Ref 43) models the temperature of a 25-lm
copper particle impacting at 550 ms-1, finding 62.7 ns
after impact that temperature in the particle rises to
approximately 1350 K, and at the same time, stress in the
particle drops from upwards of 500 MPa to around zero.
The temperature rise is attributed to impact and shearing.
Modelling the temperature–time profile for the parameters
of the present experiment is far beyond its scope; however,
the idea of in situ annealing during deposition of CSAM
copper should not be ruled out.
Further, measurable deposition stresses could be limited
by micro-scale processes, for example micro-cracking due
to inability to transfer stress across splat boundaries. Some
discussion on these phenomena in cold-sprayed aluminium
6061 coatings is given in Refs (Ref 44), (Ref 45), and (Ref
46). Weakly bonded interfaces at certain regions of the
splat boundaries are expected in cold-spray material. Such
defects at the splat interface have been shown to be reduced
by heat treatment (Ref 39, analysis via EBSD grain
boundary angle and tensile strength testing). Since the
specimens in the present experiment are not heat treated,
the weak interfaces cannot carry high loads and additional
stress could cause cracking, tending to limit the stress
retained in the material.
It should be noted that the stresses and strains that have
been measured are macro in scale or macro-stress. The
spatial resolution of 1 mm3 is much greater than the grain
and splat structures noted in Fig. 5, and even if the voxel
size is reduced to smaller than about 0.5 mm3, it would be
an order of magnitude larger than the particles. Numerical
modelling (Ref 10) of cold-spray processes suggests that
there could be greater oscillations of tensile and compressive stresses in small regions of the scale of a splat, so
called micro-stresses, as well as localised severe plastic
strains. In our study, the effect of micro-stress is likely
reflected in the neutron diffraction peak broadening effect.
It was noted that the width of the fitted Cu (311) peaks
varied between the specimens described in the present
study and an additional CSAM copper specimen, not
otherwise described here but heat-treated at 400 C for
20 min. Broader peaks in the as-printed samples gave a
very general indication that micro-stresses are present.
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However, without further information on dislocation density, grain size in the heat treated sample, and other factors,
any quantitative treatment of micro-stress based on peak
broadening has some degree of uncertainty. However, the
order of magnitude of micro-stress can be estimated based
on simplifications and large assumptions. Thus, assuming
hydrostatic nature of micro-stress and no contribution from
the dislocation density and grain size to the peak width, the
estimated magnitude of micro-stress is approximately
400-500 MPa. If correct, this is much greater than the
measurable macro-stresses (Table 2). However, since
micro-stress is balanced to zero in any macroscopic volume, this does not lead to any overall distortions, while
even small macro-stress over large distances can have this
effect. To learn more about localised micro-stresses, further analysis of neutron experimental data in terms of peak
broadening analysis is required, and synchrotron strain
measurements with much higher spatial resolution within
the surface regions can be attempted.
In contrast to modelling of micro-stresses which appears
to show large oscillations, (Ref 27, 28), the macro-stress
and strain variations across and along the specimens are
smooth within statistical uncertainties. These errors are
mostly due to limited neutron counting statistics (or peak
fitting errors), though there might be some additional
contribution from the localised (micro-scale) strains in the
specimen since number of measured grains in their individual stress state is finite. However with the continuous
rotation techniques applied, the bulk volume averaging
provides the best possible statistical result.
Further, the jetting of particles causes severely plastically deformed regions, likely accompanied by high
stresses. However, plastic deformation is not ‘‘visible’’ to
the neutron technique, since it is based on crystalline
spacing, and therefore detects elastic strains only.
Given the sample geometry and the spatial resolution
was set to 1 mm3, a measurement at or very close to the
surface was not possible. Given this spatial resolution
limitation, it is possible that some greater residual strains
than were observed were present in the edging regions of
the specimens. Future experimental aims could be to (1)
refine spatial resolution of stress measurements to obtain
values nearer the surface (e.g. flat coatings can be done
with higher resolution as fine as 0.2 mm) and (2) measure
strains in the edging regions. It may be desired to use a
long cuboid voxel. This would achieve good spatial resolution without overly increasing count time. Further, synchrotron x-ray strain scanning may give information about
the exterior surfaces.
From the AM point of view, CSAM has certain advantages regarding the residual stress if peening-dominant
printing parameters and material combinations are used
(Ref 15–17, 21–24). Firstly, moderately compressive
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stresses on the surface are, in fact, beneficial because they
prevent micro-crack formation, opening, and propagation
on the surface. Secondly, the moderate magnitude of the
residual stresses does not cause large distortions; therefore,
CSAM component shapes can be well-predicted compared
with the design. Thirdly, the compressive stress can be
controlled by changing spraying parameters, specifically
particle/gas temperature; it can be adjusted to produce
almost zero stress, and in some cases, it can be pushed into
regime of tensile stress on the surface, as in Refs (Ref 18)
and (Ref 25), although tensile stress on the surface is not
desirable.

Conclusions
The goal of the research was to quantify the deposition
stress in bulk copper components produced using a new
CSAM deposition method where previously cold-spray
deposition stress has been reported only for coatings. The
angle 2h of the 311 neutron diffraction peak at multiple
1 mm cubic locations in two bulk CSAM parts was measured, and stresses in three orthogonal directions calculated. Overall, the results show:
•

•

•

•

Neutron diffraction can provide stress distribution in
complex 3D samples made by CSAM with sufficient
accuracy of 15-25 MPa.
Residual stresses from the copper CSAM cylinder and
funnel (Table 2) were compared with the available
residual stresses reported for cold-sprayed copper
coatings (Ref 14–17) and found to be broadly in line
with compressive deposition stress (or surface stress) of
approximately -50 MPa.
The measured residual stress profiles did not show the
large magnitudes associated with either cast materials
or powder-bed-based methods of 3D metal printing that
use melting nor tensile surface stress that is more
common in SLM.
Since compressive stresses of moderate magnitude on
surface are beneficial in their ability to prevent surface
cracking, CSAM can be viewed as an AM technique
that, with appropriate process parameters, is advantageous in terms of residual stress formation in addition
to other advantages such as high deposition rate and
low deposition temperature.

To further investigate deposition stress, future work is
warranted to investigate cold-sprayed residual stress measurements after heat treatment, as well as heat treatment
optimisation for mechanical properties.
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